Mobile Content – eBooks vs. PDFs
If your definition of digital content delivery is a static PDF, see what features your

readers are missing. eBooks and HTML5 are designed to leverage the mobile device
capabilities listed below.

Dictionary Lookup

• eBooks: definition look-up supported by the
Apple iPhone, iPad, Android tablets and phones,
Kindle, Kobo, and Nook tablets.
• PDFs: not supported.

Revisions and Versions

Text Reflow

Interactivities

• eBooks: content is easy and economical to update
thanks to open standards such as HTML5 and EPUB 3.
• PDFs: updating a PDF file requires significantly more
effort because the entire PDF file must be
regenerated from updated source content.
• eBooks: available.

• PDFs: some PDF reading apps and devices have
the capability to do “single page reflow” if a PDF
is constructed to facilitate the functionality.
• eBooks: supported by all Apple devices and
Sony eBooks on Android tablets.

• PDFs: some Javascript-based interactivity may be
available for PDF forms.

Animation

• eBooks: supported by all Apple devices and
Sony eBooks on Android tablets.

• PDFs: support for flash-based animation only (will
not work on iPad or other iOS platforms).
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Multimedia

• eBooks: audio and video are supported in all Apple
and Android devices including Kobo and Nook;
not supported in eBooks on Amazon Kindle devices.

(Audio and Video)

• PDFs: not widely supported on mobile devices.

Annotation and

• eBooks: supported by all Apple devices, Android
devices, Kindle, Kobo, and Nook Tablets (except fixed
layout children’s books, cookbooks, and comics).

Text Highlighting

• PDFs: support is dependent on the reading app
functionality and the PDF security options.

Copy Text

• eBooks: supported by all Apple devices, Android
devices, Kindle, Kobo, and Nook Tablets (except
fixed layout children’s books, cookbooks, and
comics).

• PDFs: support is dependent on security options;
text can be “locked” to prevent copying.

Accessibility Options

• eBooks: all Apple devices, Android devices and
the Kobo Arc tablet support TTS (text to speech)
and read-aloud with text sync/highlighting.

• PDFs: supported only with external accessibility
attachments, or apps specific to each mobile device.

Search

• eBooks: available.
• PDFs: available.
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